Vilas County Alternative Transportation

- **VILAS COUNTY ADRC** (Aging & Disability Resource Center)
  Eagle River Office  521 Wall Street  Eagle River, WI  54521  (800) 699-6704
  - Commission on Aging  715 479-3625
  - Veteran’s Officer  715 479-3629
  - United Way  715 369-0440
  - Social Services  715 479-3668
  - Taxi Service (Eagle River area)  715 891-1212
  - American Red Cross  715 362-5456 or 877 618-6628
  For Senior Citizens and/or persons with disabilities

While thinking about resources for Alternative Transportation consider talking with your family members, friends and with volunteer groups at your place of worship.

For Questions regarding medical status and driving restrictions you may contact
Driver Medical Services 608-266-2327
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